Youtube Traffic Thieves – blackhat guide by Nick Flame

“You know why Youtube traffic has decreased recently? Because I stole it”
Nick Flame, 2008

DISCLAIMER: In my report, some of the techniques break the video producer
copyrights or trademark. Try them on your own risk. I can not be held liable for
any actions you may take after reading this report. This is for educational
purposes only.
I will try to be as short as possible, without any bullshit techniques, i have seen paid
youtube reports trying to explain how to watermark a video, or 20 pages of
explanations how to upload a video on youtube, that's lame.
I will not include here simple things like how to download videos from youtube, how
to watermark them, or how to upload videos to youtube. If you feel that you need help
with these ones, please ask for help in the forum.
Gaining views to your video
Titles:
Make money online - very bad title
Make 100 000 $ online - it is better
How i made 100 000$ online - it is even better
How i made 101 437$ online in just 2 weeks - i would say this is the best
Sexy girl - very bad title
Sexy girl stripping - better
Sexy girl stripping for you - even better
Sexy girl stripping in front of a policemen - i would say this is the best
Keep in mind: do not use generic terms or generic numbers for a title, since that
would not be credible. Use more exact details and people will pay more attention.
Other catchy phrases: Oh my god, THIS is insane, the WORST signer ever, usually
demand attention from user. Be sure to include capitalization in your title, but not a
full title written in caps letters. Just highlight the most important ones.
You can also use misleading titles: For instance you upload a trailer, but say:
“See the FULL movie here” People will enter to see the video like crazy.
Or, lets say you have a simply sexy strip video: You use phrases like the one
mentioned above “Sexy girl stripping in front of a policemen” even if your video may
be just a simple strip one. The idea is to make the visitors watch the video. Later in
the report you will see how you can benefit from it.

Tags
Write as many tags till they will tell you that you have reached the maximum number
of characters possible. Simple as that.
Description
First thing your description should contain your url with http://www in front of him
Then press enter 4-5 times.
Shitload of text here, take one of those keyword research tools that generates results
on an input keyword and copy paste plenty of text here. So far, youtube search engine
is based on descriptions but it does not penalize word spam so to speak. This will
drastically improve your rankings in the youtube search engine.
Thumbnail
At youtube the thumbnail is just the picture from exactly the middle of the video. Pay
attention to this, a bad thumbnail can spoil your video. On the other hand, there are
people who got thousands of views just from the fact that they used a misleading but
appealing picture in the middle of the video, which appeared as their thumbnail.
Be the first to upload
One of the secret of gaining youtube views is to be the first one to upload a potential
viral video. For instance, be the first one to upload a new trailer of a movie or of a
game. Be the first one to upload the highlights from champion leagues. Be the first
one to upload the latest celebrities’ spoofs. Try to take new videos from other
websites and upload them fast to youtube.
Use the youtube search feature and choose to rank the videos by the most recent
uploaded. There you can see potential gem videos. Take them and reupload them and
use proper tags description and titles to make them viral and surpass the original
video.
You can use the same method but at another websites: see the most recent uploaded
videos and reupload them at youtube with proper tags.
What i do. I search youtube for new sexy videos, when i see something good i
download them and reupload them using extremely well defined tags, titles, and
descriptions. After this, I go back and flag the original uploaded video from different
accounts as being adult and breaking youtube TOS. Youtube removes that video and
there is plenty of space for me to gain the views. Another trick from here: Have an
established youtube account, old and with plenty of views. This way, if you upload a
shady video, your account is not going to get banned, just the video will be removed.
If a new account uploads an adult video and is flagged, youtube tends to ban the
account as well not only the video. If an established account uploads an adult video
and is flagged, the video is removed, but the account is not deleted.
Another benefit of established youtube accounts is that you appear more often on
related videos, or more videos by this user and you get more exposure.
How to get honours on youtube?

I have seen recently this only technique being sold for 19$. It is very simple and can
be made in 2 different ways:
The first one is to purchase a software on the market that auto comments and auto
rates on your video.Tube automator, or tubeinator as I remember where doing this.
You may want to check out in the forum for these scripts as well. You will get plenty
of comments and 5 star rates on your video, so your video is going to be honoured as
the most voted and the most discussed within its category.
The second one is too make multiple accounts and comment and rate your video
manually. This might sound very hard, but the reality is that you need very less
comments and stars to get featured as many people do not bother with this.
It is useful sometimes as it can give your video straight thumbs up, but it is not an
earth shaker.
Another thing that you can do is to appeal to the people sentiments in order to
comment and star your video. For instance, if you have made a video about your dog,
say in the video, if you liked this dog please rate and comment. If you put a sexy
video say, if you like her, please rate and comment. If you have put a movie trailer,
say if you have seen the movie, please rate and comment. This will increase the
conversions to your website.
Now, as a matter of fact what are the videos that are usually viewed and go viral:
-sexy
-funny, comedy
-drama = shock, bad accidents, stuff like that
-cute = babies, pets, etc..
-latest games, movies, shows etc.
Why ONLY youtube? There are plenty of other videos websites.
Exactly. And for these, we are going to list you the FREE tools that you need to
AUTOMATICALLY upload ALL your videos to tens of other websites:
http://www.videotrafficassistant.com/vip/
http://www.neoretix.com/weblist.htm
http://heyspread.com/
How to convert viewers into visitors:
There are several facts that need to be keep in mind
-First one: COMPLETELY watermark the video with your url. This means from
beginning till the end, not just beginning, not just the end, not just in the middle.
Completely. Because there will be other people who will just take your video, edit it
and remove your credits, and then add their own credits in order to gain traffic. By
completely watermarking the url, you avoid this.
-Second one: Make use of the TOS restrictions in order to drive traffic to your
website. For instance youtube videos forbids the adult videos. You can just take a soft

sexy video, and at the end of the video, say: “Youtube TOS forbids us from showing
more. Please visit our site to see more”
Or you can just take an adult video, cut the introduction part where there is no nudity,
and upload that one, with the same message. This is REALLY a killer, you will get
plenty of traffic using it. Most of the users are looking for adult videos on youtube,
but they can not find them. When you will display such a message, be sure they will
become your visitors. You will learn more how to monetize the traffic and this kind of
traffic later on in the report.
Or, another example: upload a trailer of a movie, this is legally, and at the end say:
“In order to see the full movie online, visit www.etc.com”. You will later learn how to
monetize this kind of traffic.
-Third one: Give them just a little of what they want, and at the end of the video
redirect them to your website to see everything. For instance, let s say you just upload
a video of a kid walking on a street, when a bus is coming towards him. STOP it
before the end, and display the message: YOU wanna see what happens next? Visit
www. Etc. com
Another example: Upload a video of a people near a lion, crocodile, elephant,
everything. Suddenly, the animal is getting nervous,- you can get plenty of such video
on youtube, - and starts to attack the owner. You stop the video before the attack and
say: You wanna see what is next? Visit www. Etc. dom
Another example: lets say you just downloaded the highlights from a famous soccer
game, all the goals and misses everything. Lets say the score was 3-2 . Cut the video
and make separate video for each goal. And then upload each goal with the message
at the end: if you want to see the full highlights and the other goals, visit us.
The example are countless. You can check in the forum and share ideas with other
people about what work, and what does not.
-Fourth one: Prolong the end of the video and watermark it with your url. What does
that means? It means that at the end of the video , there will be like 30 seconds of a
background and just your url displayed there. Why is this useful? Since at the end of
the video, youtube and other websites display advertisements or related videos
thumbnails. IF you just made a video trying to send your visitor to your website, and
he sees those advertisments, he may be distracted. By putting a black blackground just
with your url on it, you assure that nothing will distract your viewer, at least for the
time he is looking there.
How to monetize the traffic:
1 Domain parking
Note: THIS is a blackhat technique. In domain parking you just need a domain and a
company will build a website for you with ads on it. When people enter and click ads,
you are getting paid. Domain parking allow only type in traffic, without any influence
from you, as you may know or not. This means that the visitors have to enter the
website, writing in their browser your url. This can be exploited by using videos.
Why? Simple because they can not trace the source of traffic. All your traffic will be

type in , meaning people typing in the url from your video. Make sure NOT to include
any link in the description. This works flawlessly with adult traffic, which it is not
allowed by adsense. You just use the techniques described above to drive traffic, and
send them to domain parked pages. They have no potential idea how to find your
source of traffic. I have done this and never got banned from it. The only problem you
may have is if you send them enormous traffic, without any conversions. But this
happens with every service, if you send the crap traffic, they will bust you.
This is the simplest way to monetize youtube traffic and it works great. You do not
need to pay for hosting or anything else, just for the domain. They will display ads,
you can send also adult traffic, you get paid. That s it.
For domain parking companies, and any other questions, ask me in the forums
2 – MADE FOR ADSENSE websites.
A simple page with ads from adsense work perfectly in any niche. Make sure you
send traffic, people are not finding what they want in your page, but they may find the
answer in the ads, if you know what I mean. For instance, make a video saying if you
want to make money online come here. Send them to a page, where there is an article
about making money online, but not any real information, just some general shit.
They will be unsatisfied, and they will see those google ads with MAKE 1000000$ in
3 days. They will click them. Simple as that. Of course you can use this with pay per
action or affiliate programs, and adsense as well, this way you will combine your
source of traffic.
3 – LEAD Generation:
This means that the visitors are supposed to complete an offer for each you get paid.
Depending on what offers you choose to promote, you need to make different videos.
For instance, if you have an offer like win a free iphone, then you can go and make a
videos with iphones and at the end put your ad with a link that redirects to your
affiliate link.
Zip/ email submits work great, vote for a star, works great as well, almost anything.
You just have to be creative. For instance, if you just have made a video about
Jessica, say at the end: if you love Jessica, go and vote it here. (aff offer)
Or you just
Another method of forced sign ups: THIS IS BLACKHAT
Make a video with the title: download fifa 2008 full here. Or download Bourne
ultimatum here. Etc…
Make a few slideshow telling them if you want to download press the link in the
description.
In the description place a link to a rapidshare file. The rapidshare file should contain a
folder that should contain an encrypted file with a password, and a doc document.
The document should say something like this:
-In order to get the password, go to www.etc. com, here you put your affiliate link

-ZIP/Email submite, or complete the offer
-At the end of the offer the first word on the left is your password.
They will go, complete a free offer for each you get paid, and then have their
password and download their stuff. If you did not got this method well, ask me in the
forum.
In order to ensure that nobody will comment something in the comments section that
will give away the password, or will just say that is scam, MAKE SURE TO TURN
OFF the comments.
You can always moderate them, but there is always better to just turn them off. No
need to receive countless emails from youtube with their comments on the video.
4. AFFILIATE PRODUCTS.
This method is very hard. It is very hard to sell to people that are coming to youtube
to watch entertainment. The easiest way of selling them, is to collect their emails, and
later on send them offers with affiliate products. For instance, tell them, if you are
interested in weight loss products, then visit www. Etc. com , and here should be a
squeeze page, where you can collect their email. Later on, you can send them emails
and they will read it more carefully. You can always try to send them from the video
to your aff links, and you may get some conversions, so try to experiment.
Another tip is to embed your url WITH AN EMAIL ADDRESS instead of an url. For
instance, if you have just made a video about making money online, then tell them, if
you are interested in talking to a real internet marketer, add me in your mess list with
this id etc. You will build a list of POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS in your messenger
address. Think a little, there you can mass send them message at your mercy, and your
ad will be displayed in front of their eyes instantly, you can see how many are online,
etc.. A good strategy of marketing that gives better results than the classical email
marketing method , at least for me.
5. WEBSITES THAT PAY FOR YOUR VIDEO VIEWS.
Imagine being able to promote your product and in the same time, being paid for this.
This works only if you own the full rights to a video. I am going to list the websites
that are currently sharing revenue with their uploaders. Constant updates, as well as
the latest tips and tricks will be displayed in the forums.
www.metacafe.com
Information about their system here:
http://www.metacafe.com/producer_rewards/tips/
www.break.com
Information about their system here:
http://info.break.com/static/v2/pages/getpaid.html
www.revver.com

Information about their system here:
http://one.revver.com/go/about
www.lulu.tv
Information about their system
http://www.lulu.tv/signup.php

See you in the forums with any additional help you may need.
Respectfully,
Nick Flame

